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Abstract -- Software systems are newly created or modified as per demand. The system can be created or modified with or without
reusing the built in or user defined candidate components from system library which makes the process ease. In both the cases
cloning can occur in software which needs detection and removal accordingly. Its removal can be further easily done with the help
of reusing. This decreases time and cost related to the software development.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A software system has many components. The reused
components are those components that are available in
system library so there is no need to rebuild those
components but they can be reused from system library.
This process reduces time and cost of the software
[1].Cloning refers to the duplication that exists within the
software or between two or moresoftware’s [2, 3, 4].Cloning
on its own has many advantages and disadvantages [5, 7].
II.

BACKGROUND

Cloning can be removed by reusing but reused components
may itself have cloning sometimes. So, there is a need to
detect clones among the reused component and then avoid
or remove the clones accordingly as shown in figure 1. This
occurs mainly when a software require not the inbuilt library
component as a whole but a part of it. In that case there is a

need to remove clones between the library component and
the software under development.
Cloning can occur in four types [6]
1.
2.
3.
4.

Type-1: Exact clones
Type-2: Modified clones
Type-3: clones
Type-4: Semantic clones

The various techniques associated with the detection of
clones are [7]1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Text based clone detection
Token based clone detection
Tree based clone detection
Graph based clone detection
Metric based clone detection
Hybrid based clone detection

Figure 1. Representation of phases of clone handling
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III.

TECHNIQUES

Cloning can not only occur between different software’s
under construction but also between the software component
and library candidates as shown in figure 2. In that case both
the software and library component can be modified after
the removal of clones. The clone pairs can be treated further

as a library component and placed in the library as a
candidate component and then reused at all the places where
it’s required as shown in figure 3. This process can occur
only when the size of library candidate after division should
be large enough that it should decrease the cost and time
then the library candidates must not be divided.

Figure 2. Representation of copy and paste approach in software to be developed from a part of system library

Figure 3.Representation of reuse approach in software to be developed from a part of system library after making the
reused part a new component of system library
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IV.

CONCLUSIONS

The clones can occur within the reused components present
in the library as a candidate component. So, those clones
should be identified and removed if the cost of the software
under construction can decrease using it. It also decreases
the risk associated with the software. It should be done to
decrease the effort, time and cost associated with software
maintenance. The quality is thus improved due to this
approach.
V.

FUTURE WORK

Much more work is requiredwith the clone relevancy.It
should takedecision on basis of whether clones are relevant
with respect to the software or not. If the clones are relevant,
then they should be removed. This decreases time and cost
of software maintenance while the clone irrelevancy means
clones that should not be removed. Such clones on their
removal can instead of decreasing, increases the time and
cost of the software. There needs an improvement in terms
of clone management.
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